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this time were not uniformly ‘‘Victorian’’ in attitude, and sexuality was
in fact hotly contested. The flash-press trials brought to the surface much
larger legal and cultural concerns about the proper balance of protecting
the public from content that ‘‘might inflame lustful passions in young
people’’ and maintaining a free press—a debate that continues today (85).
Not surprisingly, the court, presided over by a conservative judge who
was often a flash-press target himself, determined that the ‘‘abandoned
and profligate’’ papers should not be published at all, shifting judicial
preference from libel to obscenity (108). The obscenity cases formed
‘‘part of an important tradition of court supervision of sexually explicit
words and images in America’’ that ruled in favor of suppression and
censorship over free speech and served as an important precedent for
the Comstock Law of 1873 (122).

Together, Dangerous to Know and The Flash Press provide readers
with a deeper understanding of the shape of print culture in the early
republic. By the time of Ann Carson’s exploits, Americans already were
extremely aware of the power of popular print to disseminate information
and to shape public opinion. When the flash papers began appearing,
popular print had the power to create and reinforce subcultures as well,
articulating the wants and needs of discrete groups of readers. These two
works not only illuminate the history of print culture but also tell us
about the history of our collective sensibilities and the persistent preoc-
cupation with sex and violence, crime and sensationalism.
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Providing enslaved people with weapons and training them as soldiers
might seem like a suicidal decision for slaveholders, yet from the ancient
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Mediterranean world to the nineteenth-century United States, slave own-
ers routinely did just that, relying on slaves in important military and
political endeavors. The fourteen thoroughly researched essays in Arm-
ing Slaves: From Classical Times to the Modern Age are the result of a
conference held at Yale’s Gilder Lehrman Center for the Study of Slav-
ery, Resistance, and Abolition in 2000. Though the majority of contribu-
tions focus on the Americas between the seventeenth and nineteenth
centuries, readers will find that the inclusion of studies of armed slaves in
precolonial Africa, the early modern Islamic world, and classical Greece
provide an opportunity to see how the practice of arming slaves varied
across time and place. One of the major themes that emerges is the
distinction between the formalized, routine practice of arming slaves in
many African and Near Eastern Islamic societies, and the less regular, ad
hoc ways that governments and masters armed slaves in the Americas.
Taken together, these essays reveal that arming slaves usually posed less
danger to the status quo or slaveholders’ interests than one might as-
sume, and that enslaved people derived numerous benefits from military
service.

As Reuven Amitai’s chapter on the Mamluks and John K. Thornton’s
study of the various types of armed slaves in Africa in the era of the slave
trade reveal, Islamic rulers and African elites had few reservations about
employing slaves as soldiers. Indeed, military slavery was often one of
the most common forms of slavery in these societies. In contrast, Euro-
pean powers in the Americas were deeply ambivalent about arming
slaves, although they did so on numerous occasions. As David Brion
Davis explains, ‘‘the doctrine of necessity was often of ruling impor-
tance’’ in making the decision to arm slaves, and manpower shortages or
other problems often meant that slaveholders were forced to overcome
their ideological reservations (3). In the eighteenth-century British Ca-
ribbean and North America, for example, Philip D. Morgan and Andrew
Jackson O’Shaughnessy show that while laws prohibited slaves from
possessing firearms and slave owners were generally opposed to giving
their slaves weapons, ‘‘they were always willing to make exceptions,’’
with the most notable example being the Revolutionary War (183–84).
The Spanish similarly found that manpower shortages and other prob-
lems made arming slaves in the Caribbean and South America a neces-
sary evil for several centuries, as Jane Landers and Peter Blanchard reveal
in separate essays. Even in the Confederacy, toward the end of the Civil
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War racial attitudes had ultimately given way to wartime realities as slaves
became the unlikely warriors for a racist slave society, a paradox skillfully
analyzed by Joseph P. Reidy. In seemingly every slave society, apprehen-
sions about arming slaves could be overruled when the need for soldiers
became severe enough.

Why, one might ask, were enslaved people so often willing to fight
on behalf of the societies that kept them in bondage? The essays col-
lected in Arming Slaves reveal that enslaved people had good reasons
to bear arms for slaveholders; becoming soldiers presented enslaved
people with opportunities for advancement that they would have other-
wise been denied. Moreover, in many societies armed slaves constituted
a sort of slave elite—men with special privileges who formed a distinct
sense of collective identity and were proud of their reputation as war-
riors. ‘‘At least some Muslim military slaves,’’ writes Reuven Amitai,
‘‘evolved into a military and social elite, jealous of their privileges vis-
à-vis the general population and even their own progeny’’ (68). In east
Africa, military slaves along the Zambesi River similarly ‘‘came to define
themselves as sharers of a new social identity, Chikunda (‘the conquer-
ors’),’’ Allen Isaacman and Derek Peterson explain. ‘‘Being Chikunda,’’
they argue, ‘‘was for slave soldiers a way of dignifying their work with
a clear sense of vocation’’ (96–97). Though similar corporate identities
developed in the Americas, there were additional benefits for American
slaves to fight for their masters. As Jane Landers notes, for example, it
was not unreasonable for slaves who fought for the Spanish to hope for
manumission. Armed slaves ‘‘understood that military service to Spain
would not only free them but incorporate them and guarantee them at
least some reciprocal loyalty from the Crown and its officials,’’ she
writes (137). In his study of armed slaves during the South American
wars for independence, Peter Blanchard similarly contends that ‘‘the
principal reason for the slaves’ decision . . . was to obtain their free-
dom’’ (258). In the French Caribbean in the era of the Haitian Revolu-
tion, as David Geggus and Laurent Dubois show in different essays,
slaves’ motivations were similar. ‘‘The chief attractions of military ser-
vice,’’ Geggus writes, ‘‘seem to have been liberty, prestige, and material
gain’’ (227). In the wider French Caribbean, Dubois explains, the Na-
poleonic Wars brought ‘‘unprecedented opportunities for social mobil-
ity based on merit rather than background,’’ as well as ways for slaves
to demonstrate ‘‘their capacity for citizenship’’ and prove their courage
in battle (235).
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Despite the widespread fear of arming slaves, more often than not the
practice tended to support rather than undermine slaveholders’ interests.
There were important exceptions, to be sure. As Dubois and Geggus
both point out, slaves’ participation in battle during and immediately
after the Haitian Revolution ultimately led to the end of slavery in the
Francophone Caribbean. And slave soldiers played an equally important
role in demolishing slavery in the U.S. Civil War, as Reidy notes. None-
theless, most military conflicts involving slaves did not lead a society on
a path toward emancipation, though individual soldiers did often receive
their freedom as a reward for military service. Hendrik Kraay makes this
point in his study of armed slaves in seventeenth- to nineteenth-century
Brazil. ‘‘That many, if not most, of the weapons in slaves’ hands were
wielded in defense of slaveowners’ interests,’’ he writes, ‘‘testifies to the
strength, durability, and flexibility of slavery’’ in Brazil (170). And, as
Peter Blanchard notes, despite the widespread use of slaves in the South
American struggles for independence, ‘‘slavery survived the wars in all
but one of the former colonies’’ (Chile was the exception; 268). The use
of armed slaves also failed to put an end to slavery in the Islamic and
African societies analyzed here, and in the United States during the
American Revolutionary War.

Indeed, as Christopher Brown concludes, when examined in compar-
ative perspective ‘‘the arming of slaves does not seem to have been dis-
tinctively dangerous, at least for those who did the arming,’’ and ‘‘those
who did arm slaves rarely seem to have regretted the choice’’ (346). Yet
most American slave societies never armed slaves on the same level as
African and Islamic societies, and when they did so it was only as a last
resort, and in the face of widespread opposition from wary slaveholders
who feared the worst. Brown is right to state that ‘‘the question of why
opposition to the systematic arming of slaves had such a long life in
European states would benefit from further reflection’’ (346–47). Com-
parative analysis of arming slaves thus reveals the peculiar character of
slavery and slaveholder ideology in the Americas, subjects historians are
still struggling to explain.
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